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We investigate the generation of entanglement (spin squeezing) in an optical-transition atomic clock through
the coupling to an optical cavity in its vacuum state. We show that if each atom is prepared in a superposition of
the ground state and a long-lived electronic excited state, and viewed as a spin-1/2 system, then the collective
vacuum light shift entangles the atoms, resulting in a squeezed distribution of the ensemble collective spin, without
any light applied. This scheme reveals that even an electromagnetic vacuum can constitute a useful resource for
entanglement and quantum manipulation. By rotating the spin direction while coupling to the vacuum, the scheme
can be extended to implement two-axis twisting resulting in stronger squeezing.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.96.050301

Accurate time and frequency measurements are important
for a variety of applications. High precision clocks [1–8]
enable applications such as position locating, high-resolution
measurement of atomic and molecular transitions [9–11], and
precision sensing of gravity [12–14]. In addition, it has been
proposed that atom interferometry with clock-transition atoms
can be used for long-baseline gravitational wave detection
[15].
Atomic clocks represent one of the most impressive
advances in technology of the last decade [16]. By taking
advantage of ultranarrow optical transitions [1–8] in ensembles
of many trapped atoms, the accuracy of time measurements has
been improving continuously, and has now reached a fractional
stability in the 10−18 range [3,5,8]. Such clocks now operate
near the standard quantum limit (SQL) that is associated
with the quantum projection noise for measurements on
independent particles [17].
The SQL can be overcome by incorporating an entangled
state of many atoms as an input state to the standard Ramsey
sequence [18–32]. A particularly simple and robust many-atom
entangled state is a squeezed spin state [18] where the noise
in the phase quadrature is reduced at the expense of increased
noise in the population quadrature. Two experimentally
demonstrated methods used for generating spin squeezing
in large atomic ensembles are atomic collisions [28–32] and
atom-light interaction [21–26]. In 2010, an atomic clock
operated by 3 dB below the SQL has been demonstrated [20],
and recently a state squeezed by up to 18 dB, corresponding
to a reduction of variance by a factor of 60, has been observed
[21]. All spin squeezing methods so far [33] have generated
spin squeezing on microwave or radio-frequency transitions
in the atoms’ electronic ground states, leaving the application
to optical transitions to be explored.
In this Rapid Communication, we show that an electromagnetic vacuum by itself, without the application of
any laser light, can also induce an effective spin-dependent
interaction between distant atoms. Considering clock atoms
with a narrow optical transition such as strontium [1,2,4],
calcium [3], aluminum [6], or ytterbium [7,8,26], we show
that the collective light shift arising from the cavity vacuum
field entangles all atoms in the ensemble. This vacuum spin
squeezing thus reveals a surprising nontrivial property of
vacuum, namely, that virtual photon emission into a vacuum
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mode by a collection of particles can result in entanglement
between the particles [34,35]. The method is robust in that
the cavity resonance frequency need not be maintained very
precisely compared to its linewidth. By adding a rotation of the
atomic spin during the vacuum spin squeezing, the effective
one-axis twisting Hamiltonian [19] can be converted into
two-axis twisting, resulting in stronger and faster squeezing.
We consider N two-level atoms trapped inside an optical
cavity using a magic-wavelength trap [36] (Fig. 1). The
excited state |e = |↑ decays to ground state |g = |↓ at
rate  by emitting light at frequency ω0 . The cavity field is
coupling the two states |↓ and |↑ with a detuning  (|| 
||  ω0 ). The Hamiltonian of the composite atom-cavity
system (ignoring free-space emission and cavity decay for the
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FIG. 1. Principle of vacuum spin squeezing on an optical clock
transition. N two-level atoms are trapped in a high-finesse optical
cavity. The cavity enhanced vacuum is coupling the atomic transition,
|↑ → |↓, with a detuning . After the atomic ensemble is
initialized into a coherent spin state near the equator, the atomic spin
distribution begins to spontaneously squeeze without the application
of any light. The cavity coupling is detuned from the atomic
resonance by , so that virtual photon emission into the cavity
and reabsorption leads to a light shift of the atomic levels. Since
the coupling to the cavity for different Dicke states varies with Sz ,
each Dicke state experiences a different nonlinear light shift. This
results in an Sz -dependent state rotation that is equivalent to one-axis
twisting [19].
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moment) is described by a standard Tavis-Cummings model
[37–39], which is written as
H /h̄ =

N


ω0 σjz /2 + (ω0 + )c† c +

j =1

N


g(c† σj− + cσj+ ),

j =1

(1)
where c† (c) is the creation (annihilation) operator of the
cavity field, 2g is the single-photon Rabi frequency, and
σjz = |↑j ↑ |j − | ↓j ↓ |j , σj+ = |↑j ↓ |j are the standard
Pauli matrices.
The ensemble is initialized in the coherent spin state (CSS)
along the x axis with the cavity in a vacuum state |0, i.e.,
c† c = 0. The initial state is thus


|↓ + |↑ N
|CSS ⊗ |0 =
⊗ |0.
(2)
√
2
To elucidate the physical origin of the squeezing, we write
the CSS in the basis of Dicke
 states |m (m = −S, − S + 1,
S
. . . , S) as |CSS = m=−S (m2S
+ S )|m. As shown in Fig. 1,
the vacuum field only couples |m ⊗ |0 to |m − 1 ⊗

+
|1 with a coupling strength m|g N
j =1 σj |m − 1 =
√
g (S + m)(S − m + 1). By adiabatically eliminating the cavity operator, we find the ac Stark shift due to the vacuum
field for the state |m to be −(S + m)(S − m + 1) with  =
g 2 /. Therefore, the Hamiltonian governing the evolution of
the atomic system is simplified as
H /h̄ =

S


[mω0 − (S + m)(S − m + 1)]|mm|

m=−S

= −S(S + 1) + (ω0 − )Ŝz + Ŝz2 ,

(3)

which is independent of the field operators. The first Sz independent term −S(S + 1) represents a global phase shift.
The second term (ω0 − )Ŝz is a spin precession term due
to the transition frequency ω0 and the cavity-vacuum-induced
light shift −. The third term Ŝz2 is the squeezing term, which
commutes with the second term. So in a frame rotating with
ω0 −  we only need to consider the third term, the one-axis
twisting Hamiltonian H1 [19], for the dynamical behavior,
H1 /h̄ = Ŝz2 .

FIG. 2. Illustration of the exponential squeezing obtained by
combining spin squeezing and rotation [46]. When viewed as a
discretized process, each step of squeezing is followed by a rotation.
The rotation increases the lever arm Sz2  for the next squeezing
step, resulting in exponential squeezing with time. When the step
size approaches zero, the system is described by the Hamiltonian
H2 /h̄ = S Ŝx + Ŝz2 .

We use the normalized squeezing
parameter ξ (t) =
√
2
(t)/(S/2) = 1 − 12 (S − 12 )( A2 + B 2 − A) to quantify
Smin
2
the squeezing [18,40], where Smin
(t) is the minimal variance
along an optimum angle and A = 1 − cos2S−2 (2t) and
B = 4 sin (t) cos2S−2 (t). This represents a unitary spin
squeezing process, one-axis twisting on the Bloch sphere,
which was first introduced by Kitagawa and Ueda [19].
We recognize that vacuum spin squeezing arises from the
superradiant coupling of the ensemble to the cavity mode,
resulting in an Sz -dependent vacuum light shift.
By adding a rotation about the spin vector, the one-axis
twisting can be transformed into an effective two-axis twisting
[41–45], with improved performance. Figure 2 illustrates the
mechanism: After the one-axis twisting has produced an
uncertainty ellipse whose long axis subtends an angle β with
the equator, a rotation about the center of the ellipse orients
the long axis along Sz , thus creating a longer lever arm for the
next one-axis twisting. In the limit of a continuous rotation
with a rotation speed θ = S that is matched to the squeezing
speed [46,47], the Hamiltonian becomes
H2 /h̄ = S Ŝx + Ŝz2 .

By applying the bosonic approximation from Ref. [48], we
treat each spin operator as follows:
Ŝx = S − â † â,
Ŝy =

(4)

In the Heisenberg picture, it is straightforward to obtain
the time evolution behavior for Sz , Sy , Sz2 , Sy2 , and
Sz Sy + Sy Sz  by using the method in Ref. [19]:
Sz  = 0,

(5)

Sy  = 0,
 2
Sz = S/2,


 2
1
1
[1 − cos2S−2 (2t)],
Sy = S/2 + S S −
2
2


1
sin(t) cos2S−2 (t).
Sz Sy + Sy Sz  = 2S S −
2

(6)

S
(â + â † ),
2

(12)

S
(â − â † ).
(13)
2
It applies when the atom number N is sufficiently large and
most atoms are polarized along the x axis so that we can ignore
the curvature of the Bloch sphere. Thus, there is
H2 /h̄ = S Ŝx + Ŝz2
= −S(â − â † )2 /4 − S(â + â † )2 /4
=  Ŝz2 − Ŝy2 /2.

(9)

(11)

Ŝz = −i

(7)
(8)

(10)

(14)

Then we find the effective Hamiltonian H2 /h̄ = (Ŝz2 −
Ŝy2 )/2, whose time evolution can be solved analytically
√
[47]. The squeezing proceeds along the (ẑ − ŷ)/ 2 direc-
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2
tion with an exponential factor exp(−2St), i.e., S−π/4
≈
S exp(−2St)/2. Here the √
subscript −π/4 represents the
oriented angle of the (ẑ − ŷ)/ 2 direction relative to the z axis.
The rotation along the x axis required for two-axis twisting
can be induced by an external laser. This does not produce
any additional decay compared to one-axis twisting because
in both cases half the atomic population is on average in the
excited state.
So far, we have ignored two fundamental decoherence
processes, namely, photon loss from the cavity at rate κ, and
into free space by atomic emission at rate  per excited atom.
Assuming that the density of atoms is less than λ−3 , such
that collective (superradiant) emission into free space can be
ignored, the free-space emission reveals which atom has decayed from |↑ to |↓, and thus destroys the coherence between
this atom and the remaining ensemble, i.e., it is no longer part
of the Dicke ladder depicted in Fig. 1. However, this atom is
still located inside the optical cavity and will contribute to the
final spin measurement of Sz or Smin . For a squeezing process
of duration t, there are on average N = N [1 − exp(−t)]/2
atoms transferred from |↑ to |↓ due to spontaneous emission
into free space. Since each scattering is independent and
2
random, the variance δSz,
follows the binomial distribution
2
2
−t
with δSz, = δ(N ) = Se (1 − e−t ).
The leakage of a photon from the cavity, on the other
hand, does not distinguish between atoms, and maintains the
coherence between the atoms while shifting the collective
spin Sz down by 1. Shot noise in the leaked photon number
then induces a variance in the atomic spin distribution given
2
by δSz,κ
= S tanh(Sκt/)[1 − tanh(Sκt/)]. Through a
numerical study, we have confirmed that this simple model
describing decoherence processes applies, and that the emitted
photons do not introduce any additional correlations during
the squeezing.
Therefore, the squeezing parameter ξ (t) including both
decoherence processes for one-axis twisting can be written
as


1
1
ξ (t) = 1 +
S−
(A − A2 + B 2 )
2
2

+ 2 tanh(Sκt/)[1 − tanh(Sκt/)]
+ 2 exp(−t) − 2 exp(−2t).

(15)

In the limit where decoherence is still small, we find by
expansion


g 2 Sκt
κ 1/3
2
+2
+ 2t  3
ξ (t) ≈
4S 2 g 4 t 2
2
Sg 2
= 6(Nη)−1/3 ,

(16)

where the single-atom cavity cooperativity is defined as η =
4g 2 /(κ). If we actively rotate the ensemble continuously
with the matched speed, realizing two-axis twisting, then the
optimum ξ improves instead as (N η)−1/2 .
As a specific example, we consider 104 171 Yb atoms trapped
in an optical cavity with /(2π ) = 7 mHz and κ/(2π ) =
100 kHz. In Fig. 3(a), we plot the evolution of the squeezing
parameter ξ (t) versus time t for η = 10 and η = 1. In Fig. 3(b),
we compare the one-axis twisting and effective two-axis
twisting when η = 10. Two-axis twisting yields a squeezing

FIG. 3. (a) Time evolution of the squeezing parameter ξ (t) for
104 171 Yb atoms [/(2π ) = 7 mHz] contained in an optical cavity
with κ/(2π ) = 100 kHz and cooperativity η = 10 (red solid line)
or 1 (red dashed line). The detuning is set to /(2π ) = 11.2 MHz
for η = 10 [or /(2π ) = 3.5 MHz for η = 1]. When η = 10 and
t = 0.46 s, ξ (t) reaches the minimal value, corresponding to 9 dB
of squeezing beyond the standard quantum limit. (b) Comparison
of one-axis twisting (solid red) and two-axis twisting (dashed blue)
when η = 10. The latter is accomplished by appropriate state rotation
during the squeezing (see text) and calculated by numerical method
directly. Here we include both noise terms, cavity leakage and atomic
spontaneous decay. The dotted line shows the evolution of two-axis
twisting for a perfect cavity without any decay.

of 17.4 dB after a time ts = 1 s, short compared to the
excited-state lifetime of 21 s. If the squeezing is extended
beyond t = ts , the state remains useful for metrology, but a
more complicated procedure to make use of the entanglementinduced increased rotation sensitivity is required [28,49].
We note that the effect of cavity leakage on the atomic
state can in principle be suppressed by detecting the photons
escaping from the cavity. If the quantum efficiency of the
detector is q, the noise term can be suppressed by a factor of
1 − q, e.g.,
2
g 2 Sκt
+
2(1
−
q)
+ 2t
4S 2 g 4 t 2
2

κ 1/3
 3 (1 − q) 2
= 6[N η/(1 − q)]−1/3 .
Sg

ξ (t) ≈

(17)

Using the state-of-the-art photon detectors with quantum
efficiency above 90% [50], an extra factor of 3 dB can be
gained for one-axis twisting.
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Since one-axis twisting through vacuum spin squeezing
does not use any laser light but only an empty cavity
relatively far detuned from the atomic transition frequency,
it is quite robust. The cavity-enhanced vacuum mode will
adiabatically follow any cavity length changes that are slow
compared to the cavity linewidth. Since the spin squeezing is
a time integral over the instantaneous vacuum light shift, the
instantaneous fluctuation of (t) will cancel in the squeezing
T
phase 0 dt (t). Considering a squeezing time ts of 0.073
s, a cavity-free spectral range ν of 5 GHz, a typical standard
deviation δν of 1 MHz for the cavity fluctuations, /(2π ) =
11 MHz and the typical noise bandwidth of 10 kHz, the
T
√
relative error of 0 dt (t) is δν/( f ts ) = 0.004, and thus
is negligible (10−4 dB) compared to 9 dB of spin squeezing.
To suppress spin squeezing and the vacuum-induced light
shift of the clock transition during the Ramsey evolution time
of the clock, the cavity can either be mechanically blocked,
or detuned by ν/2. In the latter case, there are two cavity
modes with the same magnitude of detuning but different sign
canceling both the vacuum ac Stark shift and the vacuum
squeezing. For a frequency uncertainty δν = 1 MHz, the
 δν
vacuum squeezing is reduced by a factor of ν/2
= 2 × 10−6 .
ν/2
For the above parameters, /(2π ) = 0.16 mHz, the clock
frequency is only shifted by 0.16 mHz during the squeezing
time preceding the Ramsey sequence and 0.3 nHz during
the Ramsey time (by tuning the detuning), compared to
ω0 /(2π ) = 518 THz. Thus, the vacuum spin squeezing does
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